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Bilaga 2 Sökdokumentation 2023/Appendix 1 Search strategies 2023 
 
Criminal Justice abstracts via EBSCO 2 May 2023 
Title: Gang-related crime in adolescence 

Search terms Items found 
Population: gang, gang members, gang crime or criminal networks 

1.  TI (gang or gangs) 1799 
2.  SU (gang or gangs) 2207 
3.  (ZU "gang members") or (ZU "gang prevention") or (ZU "gangs") or (ZU "organized crime") 

or (ZU "gang violence") 
4351 

4.  TI ( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-gang or (clan-based n2 (crime 
or criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-offending network*" or (crime n2 
(cartel* or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 
(association* or business or cartel or cartels or clan or gang*or group*or famil* or 
network* or organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or "delinquent gang*" or 
"delinquent peer group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* or network* or 
organi*)) or (drug trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang n2 (member* 
or offender*)) or (family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family gang*" or 
"former gang*" or "gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-related" or 
(gang n2 (activit*or affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or association*)) or (gang 
n2 (conflict* or control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or desistance or disengag*or 
dissipation)) or (gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or enrolment or enrolment or 
entry or exit or exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang homicide*" or (gang n2 
(identity or illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang joining" or "gang killing*" or 
"gang life" or (gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 (neighbo#rhood* or 
network*)) or (gang n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 (participation or presence or 
prevent* or problem* or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction or research or recidivism or 
regulation or resistance or recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang n2 (status or suppress*)) or 
"gang takedown" or (gang n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or "hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" 
or "intergang" or "juvenile gang*" or "lawless gang*" or mafia or "nefarious group*" or 
"non-gang" or (organised n2 (crime or criminal* or gang*)) or (organized n2 (crime or 
criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw group*" or "prison gang*" or "street gang*" or 
"transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) OR AB ( ( "adolescent 
gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-gang or (clan-based n2 (crime or criminal*)) or 
(clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-offending network*" or (crime n2 (cartel* or clan*or 
famil*or group*or network*or organi* or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 (association* or 
business or cartel or cartels or clan or gang*or group*or famil* or network* or 
organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or "delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer 
group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (drug 
trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang n2 (member* or offender*)) or 
(family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family gang*" or "former gang*" or 
"gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-related" or (gang n2 (activit*or 
affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or 
control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or desistance or disengag*or dissipation)) or 
(gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or enrolment or enrollment or entry or exit or 
exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or 
illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or 
(gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 (neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang 
n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 (participation or presence or prevention or problem* 
or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or 
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recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang 
n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or "hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile 
gang*" or "lawless gang*" or mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 
(crime or criminal* or gang*)) or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw 
group*" or "prison gang*" or "street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" 
or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) OR KW ( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-
gang or (clan-based n2 (crime or criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-
offending network*" or (crime n2 (cartel* or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or 
organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 (association* or business or cartel or clan or gang*or 
group*or famil* or network* or organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or 
"delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* 
or network* or organi*)) or (drug trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang 
n2 (member* or offender*)) or (family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family 
gang*" or "former gang*" or "gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-
related" or (gang n2 (activit*or affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or 
association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or 
desistance or disengag*or dissipation)) or (gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or 
enrolment or enrollment or entry or exit or exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or 
"gang homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang 
joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or (gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 
(neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 
(participation or presence or prevention or problem* or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction 
or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang 
n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or 
"hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile gang*" or "lawless gang*" or 
mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 (crime or criminal* or gang*)) 
or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw group*" or "prison gang*" or 
"street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) OR SU 
( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-gang or (clan-based n2 (crime or 
criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-offending network*" or (crime n2 (cartel* 
or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 
(association* or business or cartel or clan or gang*or group*or famil* or network* or 
organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or "delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer 
group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (drug 
trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang n2 (member* or offender*)) or 
(family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family gang*" or "former gang*" or 
"gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-related" or (gang n2 (activit*or 
affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or 
control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or desistance or disengag* or dissipation)) or 
(gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or enrolment or enrollment or entry or exit or 
exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or 
illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or 
(gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 (neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang 
n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 (participation or presence or prevention or problem* 
or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or 
recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang 
n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or "hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile 
gang*" or "lawless gang*" or mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 
(crime or criminal* or gang*)) or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw 
group*" or "prison gang*" or "street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" 
or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) 

5.  1 or 2 or 3 or 4 8353 
Population: Serious crime strongly associated with gang crime (adolescence) 

6.  (ZU "violent crimes") or (ZU "shootings (crime)") or (ZU "fraud") or (ZU "insurance crimes") 
or (ZU "firearms") or (ZU "firearms & crime") or (ZU "drug administration") or (ZU "drug 
traffic") or (ZU "illegal gambling") or (ZU "extortion") or (ZU "homicide") 
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7.  ( ( TI ( ((cannabis or drug* or narcotic*) n2 (crime* or criminality or dealing or distribution 
or market* or network* or seller* or selling or smuggling or trade or traffic*) or fraud or  
(("gun violence" or "violent crime*" or firearm* or homicide* or shooting* or weapon*)) ) 
OR AB ( ((cannabis or drug* or narcotic*) n2 (crime* or criminality or dealing or distribution 
or market* or network* or seller* or selling or smuggling or trade or traffic*) or fraud or 
(("gun violence" or "violent crime*" or firearm or fraud or homicide* or shooting* or 
weapon*)) ) OR KW ( ((cannabis or drug* or narcotic*) n2 (crime* or criminality or dealing 
or distribution or market* or network* or seller* or selling or smuggling or trade or traffic*) 
or fraud or (("gun violence" or "violent crime*" or firearm or fraud or homicide* or 
shooting* or weapon*)) ) OR SU ( ((cannabis or drug* or narcotic*) n2 (crime* or criminality 
or dealing or distribution or market* or network* or seller* or selling or smuggling or trade 
or traffic*) or fraud or "insurance crimes" or (("gun violence" or "violent crime*" or firearm 
or homicide* or shooting* or weapon*)) ) ) )  

34057 

8.  6 or 7  34502 
9.  ( (ZU "adolescence") or (ZU "young adults") or (ZU "teenagers") ) OR TI ( (adolescent* or 

juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) or SU (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or 
young or youth*) ) OR KW ( (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or young or youth*) or SU 
(adolescent* or juvenile or teenagers or young or youth*) ) ) 

52063 

10.  8 and 9 2108 
Population: serious juvenile offenders 

11.  ( TI ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR AB ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR KW ( 
( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR SU ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) ) OR ( TI 
"serious adolescent offender*" OR AB "serious adolescent offender*" OR KW "serious 
adolescent offender*" OR SU "serious adolescent offender*" )   

232 

Population: youths in criminally vulnerable areas 
12.  (ZU "violence in the community") 366 
13.  TI ( "area-based crime" or (community* n2 violence) or (crime n1 (area* or communit* or 

hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) or (high-crime n1 (area* or 
communit* or environment* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) (high-
risk n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) or 
(neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 (crime or police)) or 
(violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or 
setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or 
places or setting*)) ) OR AB ( "area-based crime" or (community* n1 violence) or (crime n1 
(area* or communit* or hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) or 
(high-crime n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or 
place* or setting*)) (high-risk n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* 
or places or setting*)) or (neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 
(crime or police)) or (violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* 
or places or setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or 
neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) ) OR KW ( "area-based crime" or (community* n2 
violence) or (crime n1 (area* or communit* or hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or 
place* or setting*)) or (high-crime n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or location* or 
neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) (high-risk n1 (area* or communit* or environment* 
or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) or (neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban 
violence" or (hotspot* n1 (crime or police)) or (violent n1 (area* or communit* or 
environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or 
communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) ) OR SU ( "area-
based crime" or (community* n2 violence) or (crime n1 (area* or communit* or hotspot* or 
location* or neighborhood* or place* or setting*)) or (high-crime n1 (area* or communit* 
or environment* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) (high-risk n1 (area* 
or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) or 
(neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 (crime or police)) or 
(violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or 
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setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or 
places or setting*)) ) 

14.  12 or 13 3516 
15.  ( (ZU "adolescence") or (ZU "young adults") or (ZU "teenagers") ) OR TI ( (adolescent* or 

juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) or SU (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or 
young or youth*) ) OR KW ( (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or young or youth*) or SU 
(adolescent* or juvenile or teenagers or young or youth*) ) ) 

52063 

16.  14 and 15 645 
Intervention: selected interventions 

17.  TI ( "Behavioral Employment Program" or "Boston Ceasefire" or "Brief Strategic Family 
Therapy" or "Chicago Ceasefire" or "Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence" or 
"Community Initiative to Reduce Violence" or "Community Based Violence Intervention and 
Prevention Initiative" or "Community Safety Partnership" or "Communities that care" or 
"Comprehensive Anti-Gang Initiative" or "Comprehensive Gang Model" or "Cure violence" 
or "Drug market intervention" or "FACE 5" or "Focused deterrence" or "Functional Family 
Therapy-G" or "Gang Reduction" or "Gang Resistance Education and training" or GitReady 
or "Group Violence Intervention" or "Group Violence Reduction Strategy" or "Growing 
Against Gangs and Violence" or "GRYD Foundation" or "High intensity cognitive–behavioral 
program*" or "Indianapolis Violence Reduction Partnership" or "Intensive supervision 
probation" or "Kansas City No Violence Alliance" or "KC NOVA" or "One Vision One Life" or 
"Operation ceasefire" or "Operation Peacekeeper" or "Phoenix TRUCE Project" or "Project 
Exile" or "Project Longevity" or "Project Safe Neighborhoods" or "Pulling levers" or RAVEN 
or "Safe streets" or "San Antonio Comprehensive Community-Wide Approach to Gang 
Prevention, Intervention and Suppression Program" or "Safe street prisoner release 
initiative" or "Safe Village Initiative" or "Save our streets" or "South Oxnard Challenge 
Project" or Spotlight or "SWIFT Court program" or "Teens in transition program" ) OR AB ( 
"Behavioral Employment Program" or "Boston Ceasefire" or "Brief Strategic Family 
Therapy" or "Chicago Ceasefire" or "Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence" or 
"Community Initiative to Reduce Violence" or "Community Based Violence Intervention and 
Prevention Initiative" or "Community Safety Partnership" or "Communities that care" or 
"Comprehensive Anti-Gang Initiative" or "Comprehensive Gang Model" or "Cure violence" 
or "Drug market intervention" or "FACE 5" or "Focused deterrence" or "Functional Family 
Therapy-G" or "Gang Reduction" or "Gang Resistance Education and training" or GitReady 
or "Group Violence Intervention" or "Group Violence Reduction Strategy" or "Growing 
Against Gangs and Violence" or "GRYD Foundation" or "High intensity cognitive–behavioral 
program*" or "Indianapolis Violence Reduction Partnership" or "Intensive supervision 
probation" or "Kansas City No Violence Alliance" or "KC NOVA" or "One Vision One Life" or 
"Operation ceasefire" or "Operation Peacekeeper" or "Phoenix TRUCE Project" or "Project 
Exile" or "Project Longevity" or "Project Safe Neighborhoods" or "Pulling levers" or RAVEN 
or "Safe streets" or "San Antonio Comprehensive Community-Wide Approach to Gang 
Prevention, Intervention and Suppression Program" or "Safe street prisoner release 
initiative" or "Safe Village Initiative" or "Save our streets" or "South Oxnard Challenge 
Project" or Spotlight or "SWIFT Court program" or "Teens in transition program" ) OR KW ( 
"Behavioral Employment Program" or "Boston Ceasefire" or "Brief Strategic Family 
Therapy" or "Chicago Ceasefire" or "Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence" or 
"Community Initiative to Reduce Violence" or "Community Based Violence Intervention and 
Prevention Initiative" or "Community Safety Partnership" or "Communities that care" or 
"Comprehensive Anti-Gang Initiative" or "Comprehensive Gang Model" or "Cure violence" 
or "Drug market intervention" or "FACE 5" or "Focused deterrence" or "Functional Family 
Therapy-G" or "Gang Reduction" or "Gang Resistance Education and training" or GitReady 
or "Group Violence Intervention" or "Group Violence Reduction Strategy" or "Growing 
Against Gangs and Violence" or "GRYD Foundation" or "High intensity cognitive–behavioral 
program*" or "Indianapolis Violence Reduction Partnership" or "Intensive supervision 
probation" or "Kansas City No Violence Alliance" or "KC NOVA" or "One Vision One Life" or 
"Operation ceasefire" or "Operation Peacekeeper" or "Phoenix TRUCE Project" or "Project 
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Exile" or "Project Longevity" or "Project Safe Neighborhoods" or "Pulling levers" or RAVEN 
or "Safe streets" or "San Antonio Comprehensive Community-Wide Approach to Gang 
Prevention, Intervention and Suppression Program" or "Safe street prisoner release 
initiative" or "Safe Village Initiative" or "Save our streets" or "South Oxnard Challenge 
Project" or Spotlight or "SWIFT Court program" or "Teens in transition program" ) 

Combined sets/Limits: 
18.  5 or 10 or 11 or 16 or 17 12196 
19.  5 or 10 or 11 or 16 or 17 Limiters - Scholarly (Peer Reviewed) Journals; Publication Date: 

20000101-20231231; Language: Danish, English, Norwegian, Swedish 
5845 

Final result 

20.  19. 5845 
 
The final search result, usually found at the end of the documentation, forms the list of abstracts. 
 
AB = Abstract; AU = Author; DE = Term from the thesaurus; MH = Exact Subject Heading from CINAHL Subject Headings; 
MM = Major Concept; TI = Title; TX = All Text. Performs a keyword search of all the database's searchable fields; ZC = 
Methodology Index; * = Truncation;  " " = Citation Marks; searches for an exact phrase; N = Near Operator (N) finds the 
words if they are a maximum of x words apart from one another, regardless of the order in which they appear.; W = Within 
Operator (W) finds the words if they are within x words of one another, in the order in which you entered them 
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PsycINFO via EBSCO 2 May 2023 
Title: Gang-related crime in adolescence 

Search terms Items found 
Population: gang, gang members, gang crime or criminal networks 

1.  TI (gang or gangs) 1751 
2.  DE "Gangs" OR DE "Juvenile Gangs" 1964 
3.  SU (gang or gangs) 2249 
4.  TI ( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-gang or (clan-based n2 (crime 

or criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-offending network*" or (crime n2 
(cartel* or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 
(association* or business or cartel or cartels or clan or gang*or group*or famil* or 
network* or organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or "delinquent gang*" or 
"delinquent peer group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* or network* or 
organi*)) or (drug trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang n2 (member* 
or offender*)) or (family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family gang*" or 
"former gang*" or "gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-related" or 
(gang n2 (activit*or affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or association*)) or (gang 
n2 (conflict* or control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or desistance or disengag*or 
dissipation)) or (gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or enrolment or enrollment or 
entry or exit or exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang homicide*" or (gang n2 
(identity or illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang joining" or "gang killing*" or 
"gang life" or (gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 (neighbo#rhood* or 
network*)) or (gang n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 (participation or presence or 
prevent* or problem* or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction or research or recidivism or 
regulation or resistance or recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang n2 (status or suppress*)) or 
"gang takedown" or (gang n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or "hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" 
or "intergang" or "juvenile gang*" or "lawless gang*" or mafia or "nefarious group*" or 
"non-gang" or (organised n2 (crime or criminal* or gang*)) or (organized n2 (crime or 
criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw group*" or "prison gang*" or "street gang*" or 
"transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) OR AB ( ( "adolescent 
gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-gang or (clan-based n2 (crime or criminal*)) or 
(clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-offending network*" or (crime n2 (cartel* or clan*or 
famil*or group*or network*or organi* or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 (association* or 
business or cartel or cartels or clan or gang*or group*or famil* or network* or 
organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or "delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer 
group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (drug 
trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang n2 (member* or offender*)) or 
(family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family gang*" or "former gang*" or 
"gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-related" or (gang n2 (activit*or 
affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or 
control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or desistance or disengag*or dissipation)) or 
(gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or enrolment or enrollment or entry or exit or 
exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or 
illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or 
(gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 (neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang 
n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 (participation or presence or prevention or problem* 
or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or 
recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang 
n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or "hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile 
gang*" or "lawless gang*" or mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 
(crime or criminal* or gang*)) or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw 
group*" or "prison gang*" or "street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" 
or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) OR KW ( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-
gang or (clan-based n2 (crime or criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-
offending network*" or (crime n2 (cartel* or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or 
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organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 (association* or business or cartel or clan or gang*or 
group*or famil* or network* or organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or 
"delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* 
or network* or organi*)) or (drug trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang 
n2 (member* or offender*)) or (family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family 
gang*" or "former gang*" or "gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-
related" or (gang n2 (activit*or affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or 
association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or 
desistance or disengag*or dissipation)) or (gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or 
enrolment or enrollment or entry or exit or exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or 
"gang homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang 
joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or (gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 
(neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 
(participation or presence or prevention or problem* or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction 
or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang 
n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or 
"hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile gang*" or "lawless gang*" or 
mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 (crime or criminal* or gang*)) 
or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw group*" or "prison gang*" or 
"street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) OR SU 
( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-gang or (clan-based n2 (crime or 
criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-offending network*" or (crime n2 (cartel* 
or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 
(association* or business or cartel or clan or gang*or group*or famil* or network* or 
organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or "delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer 
group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (drug 
trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang n2 (member* or offender*)) or 
(family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family gang*" or "former gang*" or 
"gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-related" or (gang n2 (activit*or 
affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or 
control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or desistance or disengag* or dissipation)) or 
(gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or enrolment or enrollment or entry or exit or 
exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or 
illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or 
(gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 (neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang 
n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 (participation or presence or prevention or problem* 
or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or 
recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang 
n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or "hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile 
gang*" or "lawless gang*" or mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 
(crime or criminal* or gang*)) or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw 
group*" or "prison gang*" or "street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" 
or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) 

5.  1 or 2 or 3 or 4 4512 
Population: Serious crime strongly associated with gang crime (adolescence) 

6.  MM "Violent Crime" OR MM "Homicide" OR MM "Arson" OR MM "Firearms" OR MM "Gun 
Violence" OR MM "Illegal Drug Distribution" OR MM "Fraud"  

11569 

7.  TI ((cannabis or drug* or narcotic*) n1 (crime* or criminality or dealing or distribution or 
market* or network* or seller* or selling or smuggling or trade or traffic*)) or fraud or "gun 
violence" or "violent crime*" or firearm or homicide* or shooting* or weapon*) OR AB 
((cannabis or drug* or narcotic*) n1 (crime* or criminality or dealing or distribution or 
market* or network* or seller* or selling or smuggling or trade or traffic*) or "gun violence" 
or "violent crime*") 

32788 

8.  6 or 7  33541 
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9.  ZG "adolescence (13-17 yrs)" or ZG "young adulthood (18-29 yrs) OR TI ( (adolescent* or 
juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) ) OR SU ( (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or 
"young adult*" or youth*) ) 

559999 

10.  8 and 9 6045 
Population: juvenile serious offenders 

11.  TI ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR AB ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR KW ( ( 
juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR SU ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) ) OR ( TI 
"serious adolescent offender*" OR AB "serious adolescent offender*" OR KW "serious 
adolescent offender*" OR SU "serious adolescent offender*"  

397 

Population: youths in criminally vulnerable areas 
12.  (DE "Neighborhoods" OR DE "Ghettoes" OR DE "Communities") AND (DE "Violence" OR DE 

"Violent Crime") 
1913 

13.  TI ( "area-based crime" or (community* n2 violence) or (crime n1 (area* or communit* or 
hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) or (high-crime n1 (area* or 
communit* or environment* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) (high-
risk n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) or 
(neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 (crime or police)) or 
(violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or 
setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or 
places or setting*)) ) OR AB ( "area-based crime" or (community* n1 violence) or (crime n1 
(area* or communit* or hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) or 
(high-crime n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or 
place* or setting*)) (high-risk n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* 
or places or setting*)) or (neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 
(crime or police)) or (violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* 
or places or setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or 
neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) ) OR KW ( "area-based crime" or (community* n2 
violence) or (crime n1 (area* or communit* or hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or 
place* or setting*)) or (high-crime n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or location* or 
neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) (high-risk n1 (area* or communit* or environment* 
or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) or (neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban 
violence" or (hotspot* n1 (crime or police)) or (violent n1 (area* or communit* or 
environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or 
communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) ) OR SU ( "area-
based crime" or (community* n2 violence) or (crime n1 (area* or communit* or hotspot* or 
location* or neighborhood* or place* or setting*)) or (high-crime n1 (area* or communit* 
or environment* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) (high-risk n1 (area* 
or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) or 
(neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 (crime or police)) or 
(violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or 
setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or 
places or setting*)) ) 

5544 

14.  12 or 13 6499 
15.  ZG "adolescence (13-17 yrs)" or ZG "young adulthood (18-29 yrs) OR TI ( (adolescent* or 

juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) ) OR SU ( (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or 
"young adult*" or youth*) ) 

559999 

16.  14 and 15 2472 
Intervention:  

17.  TI ( ( "Behavioral Employment Program" or "Boston Ceasefire" or "Brief Strategic Family 
Therapy" or "Chicago Ceasefire" or "Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence" or 
"Community Initiative to Reduce Violence" or "Community Based Violence Intervention and 
Prevention Initiative" or "Community Safety Partnership" or "Communities that care" or 
"Comprehensive Anti-Gang Initiative" or "Comprehensive Gang Model" or "Cure violence" 
or "Drug market intervention" or "FACE 5" or "Focused deterrence" or "Functional Family 

1526 
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Therapy-G" or "Gang Reduction" or "Gang Resistance Education and training" or GitReady 
or "Group Violence Intervention" or "Group Violence Reduction Strategy" or "Growing 
Against Gangs and Violence" or "GRYD Foundation" or "High intensity cognitive–behavioral 
program*" or "Indianapolis Violence Reduction Partnership" or "Intensive supervision 
probation" or "Kansas City No Violence Alliance" or "KC NOVA" or "One Vision One Life" or 
"Operation ceasefire" or "Operation Peacekeeper" or "Phoenix TRUCE Project" or "Project 
Exile" or "Project Longevity" or "Project Safe Neighborhoods" or "Pulling levers" or RAVEN 
or "Safe streets" or "San Antonio Comprehensive Community-Wide Approach to Gang 
Prevention, Intervention and Suppression Program" or "Safe street prisoner release 
initiative" or "Safe Village Initiative" or "Save our streets" or "South Oxnard Challenge 
Project" or Spotlight or "SWIFT Court program" or "Teens in transition program" ) OR AB ( ( 
"Behavioral Employment Program" or "Boston Ceasefire" or "Brief Strategic Family 
Therapy" or "Chicago Ceasefire" or "Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence" or 
"Community Initiative to Reduce Violence" or "Community Based Violence Intervention and 
Prevention Initiative" or "Community Safety Partnership" or "Communities that care" or 
"Comprehensive Anti-Gang Initiative" or "Comprehensive Gang Model" or "Cure violence" 
or "Drug market intervention" or "FACE 5" or "Focused deterrence" or "Functional Family 
Therapy-G" or "Gang Reduction" or "Gang Resistance Education and training" or GitReady 
or "Group Violence Intervention" or "Group Violence Reduction Strategy" or "Growing 
Against Gangs and Violence" or "GRYD Foundation" or "High intensity cognitive–behavioral 
program*" or "Indianapolis Violence Reduction Partnership" or "Intensive supervision 
probation" or "Kansas City No Violence Alliance" or "KC NOVA" or "One Vision One Life" or 
"Operation ceasefire" or "Operation Peacekeeper" or "Phoenix TRUCE Project" or "Project 
Exile" or "Project Longevity" or "Project Safe Neighborhoods" or "Pulling levers" or "Safe 
streets" or "San Antonio Comprehensive Community-Wide Approach to Gang Prevention, 
Intervention and Suppression Program" or "Safe street prisoner release initiative" or "Safe 
Village Initiative" or "Save our streets" or "South Oxnard Challenge Project" or "SWIFT Court 
program" or "Teens in transition program" ) 

Combined sets/Limits: 
18.  5 or 10 or 11 or 16 or 17 14024 
19.  5 or 10 or 11 or 16 or 17   

Limiters - Publication Year: 2000-2023; Peer Reviewed; Publication Type: Peer Reviewed 
Journal; Language: Danish, English, Norwegian, Swedish; Document Type: Journal Article 

7689 

Final result 

20.  19. 7689 
 
The final search result, usually found at the end of the documentation, forms the list of abstracts. 
 
AB = Abstract; AU = Author; DE = Term from the thesaurus; MH = Exact Subject Heading from CINAHL Subject Headings; 
MM = Major Concept; TI = Title; TX = All Text. Performs a keyword search of all the database's searchable fields; ZC = 
Methodology Index; * = Truncation;  " " = Citation Marks; searches for an exact phrase; N = Near Operator (N) finds the 
words if they are a maximum of x words apart from one another, regardless of the order in which they appear.; W = Within 
Operator (W) finds the words if they are within x words of one another, in the order in which you entered them 
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SocINDEX via EBSCO 3 May 2023 
Title: Gang-related crime in adolescence 

Search terms Items found 
Population: gang, gang members, gang crime or criminal networks 

1.  TI (gang or gangs or gang-related) 3275 
2.  DE "GANGS" OR DE "FEMALE gangs" OR DE "MINORITY gangs" OR DE "PRISON gangs" OR 

DE "SUBURBAN gangs" OR DE "YOUTH gangs" OR DE "GANG prevention" OR DE "GANG 
violence" OR DE "ORGANIZED crime" OR ZU "gang members" OR DE "GANGSTERS" 

7150 

3.  ( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-gang or (clan-based n2 (crime or 
criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-offending network*" or (crime n2 (cartel* 
or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 
(association* or business or cartel or cartels or clan or gang*or group*or famil* or 
network* or organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or "delinquent gang*" or 
"delinquent peer group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* or network* or 
organi*)) or (drug trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang n2 (member* 
or offender*)) or (family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family gang*" or 
"former gang*" or "gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-related" or 
(gang n2 (activit*or affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or association*)) or (gang 
n2 (conflict* or control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or desistance or disengag*or 
dissipation)) or (gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or enrolment or enrollment or 
entry or exit or exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang homicide*" or (gang n2 
(identity or illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang joining" or "gang killing*" or 
"gang life" or (gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 (neighbo#rhood* or 
network*)) or (gang n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 (participation or presence or 
prevent* or problem* or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction or research or recidivism or 
regulation or resistance or recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang n2 (status or suppress*)) or 
"gang takedown" or (gang n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or "hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" 
or "intergang" or "juvenile gang*" or "lawless gang*" or mafia or "nefarious group*" or 
"non-gang" or (organised n2 (crime or criminal* or gang*)) or (organized n2 (crime or 
criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw group*" or "prison gang*" or "street gang*" or 
"transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) OR AB ( ( "adolescent 
gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-gang or (clan-based n2 (crime or criminal*)) or 
(clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-offending network*" or (crime n2 (cartel* or clan*or 
famil*or group*or network*or organi* or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 (association* or 
business or cartel or cartels or clan or gang*or group*or famil* or network* or 
organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or "delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer 
group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (drug 
trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang n2 (member* or offender*)) or 
(family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family gang*" or "former gang*" or 
"gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-related" or (gang n2 (activit*or 
affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or 
control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or desistance or disengag*or dissipation)) or 
(gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or enrolment or enrollment or entry or exit or 
exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or 
illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or 
(gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 (neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang 
n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 (participation or presence or prevention or problem* 
or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or 
recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang 
n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or "hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile 
gang*" or "lawless gang*" or mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 
(crime or criminal* or gang*)) or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw 
group*" or "prison gang*" or "street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" 
or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) OR KW ( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-
gang or (clan-based n2 (crime or criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-

12808 
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offending network*" or (crime n2 (cartel* or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or 
organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 (association* or business or cartel or clan or gang*or 
group*or famil* or network* or organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or 
"delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* 
or network* or organi*)) or (drug trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang 
n2 (member* or offender*)) or (family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family 
gang*" or "former gang*" or "gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-
related" or (gang n2 (activit*or affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or 
association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or 
desistance or disengag*or dissipation)) or (gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or 
enrolment or enrollment or entry or exit or exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or 
"gang homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang 
joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or (gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 
(neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 
(participation or presence or prevention or problem* or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction 
or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang 
n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or 
"hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile gang*" or "lawless gang*" or 
mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 (crime or criminal* or gang*)) 
or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw group*" or "prison gang*" or 
"street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) OR SU 
( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-gang or (clan-based n2 (crime or 
criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-offending network*" or (crime n2 (cartel* 
or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 
(association* or business or cartel or clan or gang*or group*or famil* or network* or 
organisation*or organization*or syndicate*)) or "delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer 
group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (drug 
trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang n2 (member* or offender*)) or 
(family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family gang*" or "former gang*" or 
"gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-related" or (gang n2 (activit*or 
affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or 
control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or desistance or disengag* or dissipation)) or 
(gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or enrolment or enrollment or entry or exit or 
exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or 
illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or 
(gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 (neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang 
n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 (participation or presence or prevention or problem* 
or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or 
recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang 
n2 (victimi?ation or violence)) or "hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile 
gang*" or "lawless gang*" or mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 
(crime or criminal* or gang*)) or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw 
group*" or "prison gang*" or "street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" 
or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) 

4.  1 or 2 or 3  13734 
Population: Serious crime strongly associated with gang crime (adolescence) 

5.  DE "VIOLENT crimes" OR DE "DRUG traffic" OR DE "FRAUD" OR DE "JUVENILE homicide" OR 
DE "Prevention of shootings (Crime)" OR DE "Shootings (Crime)" OR DE "Firearms" OR DE 
"Weapons" 

12121 

6.  TI ((cannabis or drug* or narcotic*) n1 (crime* or criminality or dealing or distribution or 
market* or network* or seller* or selling or smuggling or trade or traffic*)) or fraud or "gun 
violence" or "violent crime*" or firearm or homicide* or shooting* or weapon*) OR AB 
((cannabis or drug* or narcotic*) n1 (crime* or criminality or dealing or distribution or 
market* or network* or seller* or selling or smuggling or trade or traffic*)) or "gun 
violence" or "violent crime*") 

52345 
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7.  5 or 6  55293 
8.  (DE "YOUNG adults" OR DE "YOUNG men" OR DE "YOUNG women" OR DE "ADOLESCENCE" 

OR DE "TEENAGERS" OR DE "YOUTH" OR DE "AT-risk youth" OR DE "JUVENILE delinquents" 
OR DE "STREET youth" OR TI (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) 
OR AB (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) ) OR KW ( 
(adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) ) OR SU ( (adolescent* or 
juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) ) 

185547 

9.  7 and 8 6796 
Population: juvenile serious offenders 

10.  DE "JUVENILE recidivists" OR TI ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR AB ( ( juvenile* n1 
(chronic or serious) ) OR KW ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR  ( TI "serious 
adolescent offender*" OR AB "serious adolescent offender*" OR KW "serious adolescent 
offender*")  

1056 

Population: youths in criminally vulnerable areas 
11.  DE "Violence in the community" 420 
12.  TI ( "area-based crime" or (community* n2 violence) or (crime n1 (area* or communit* or 

hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) or (high-crime n1 (area* or 
communit* or environment* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) (high-
risk n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) or 
(neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 (crime or police)) or 
(violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or 
setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or 
places or setting*)) ) OR AB ( "area-based crime" or (community* n1 violence) or (crime n1 
(area* or communit* or hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) or 
(high-crime n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or 
place* or setting*)) (high-risk n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* 
or places or setting*)) or (neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 
(crime or police)) or (violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* 
or places or setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or 
neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) ) 

6143 

13.  12 or 13 6335 
14.  (DE "YOUNG adults" OR DE "YOUNG men" OR DE "YOUNG women" OR DE "ADOLESCENCE" 

OR DE "TEENAGERS" OR DE "YOUTH" OR DE "AT-risk youth" OR DE "JUVENILE delinquents" 
OR DE "STREET youth" OR TI (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) 
OR AB (adolescent* or juvenile or teenagers or "young adults" or youth*) ) OR KW ( 
(adolescent* or juvenile or teenagers or "young adults" or youth*) ) OR SU ( (adolescent* or 
juvenile or teenagers or "young adults" or youth*) ) 

182789 

15.  14 and 15 1686 
Intervention:  

16.  TI ( ( "Behavioral Employment Program" or "Boston Ceasefire" or "Brief Strategic Family 
Therapy" or "Chicago Ceasefire" or "Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence" or 
"Community Initiative to Reduce Violence" or "Community Based Violence Intervention and 
Prevention Initiative" or "Community Safety Partnership" or "Communities that care" or 
"Comprehensive Anti-Gang Initiative" or "Comprehensive Gang Model" or "Cure violence" 
or "Drug market intervention" or "FACE 5" or "Focused deterrence" or "Functional Family 
Therapy-G" or "Gang Reduction" or "Gang Resistance Education and training" or GitReady 
or "Group Violence Intervention" or "Group Violence Reduction Strategy" or "Growing 
Against Gangs and Violence" or "GRYD Foundation" or "High intensity cognitive–behavioral 
program*" or "Indianapolis Violence Reduction Partnership" or "Intensive supervision 
probation" or "Kansas City No Violence Alliance" or "KC NOVA" or "One Vision One Life" or 
"Operation ceasefire" or "Operation Peacekeeper" or "Phoenix TRUCE Project" or "Project 
Exile" or "Project Longevity" or "Project Safe Neighborhoods" or "Pulling levers" or RAVEN 
or "Safe streets" or "San Antonio Comprehensive Community-Wide Approach to Gang 
Prevention, Intervention and Suppression Program" or "Safe street prisoner release 

1239 
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initiative" or "Safe Village Initiative" or "Save our streets" or "South Oxnard Challenge 
Project" or "SWIFT Court program" or "Teens in transition program" ) OR AB ( ( "Behavioral 
Employment Program" or "Boston Ceasefire" or "Brief Strategic Family Therapy" or 
"Chicago Ceasefire" or "Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence" or "Community Initiative to 
Reduce Violence" or "Community Based Violence Intervention and Prevention Initiative" or 
"Community Safety Partnership" or "Communities that care" or "Comprehensive Anti-Gang 
Initiative" or "Comprehensive Gang Model" or "Cure violence" or "Drug market 
intervention" or "FACE 5" or "Focused deterrence" or "Functional Family Therapy-G" or 
"Gang Reduction" or "Gang Resistance Education and training" or GitReady or "Group 
Violence Intervention" or "Group Violence Reduction Strategy" or "Growing Against Gangs 
and Violence" or "GRYD Foundation" or "High intensity cognitive–behavioral program*" or 
"Indianapolis Violence Reduction Partnership" or "Intensive supervision probation" or 
"Kansas City No Violence Alliance" or "KC NOVA" or "One Vision One Life" or "Operation 
ceasefire" or "Operation Peacekeeper" or "Phoenix TRUCE Project" or "Project Exile" or 
"Project Longevity" or "Project Safe Neighborhoods" or "Pulling levers" or "Safe streets" or 
"San Antonio Comprehensive Community-Wide Approach to Gang Prevention, Intervention 
and Suppression Program" or "Safe street prisoner release initiative" or "Safe Village 
Initiative" or "Save our streets" or "South Oxnard Challenge Project" or "SWIFT Court 
program" or "Teens in transition program" ) 

Combined sets/Limits: 
17.  4 or 9 or 10 or 15 or 16  22480 
18.  4 or 9 or 10 or 15 or 16 / Limiters - Peer Reviewed; Date of Publication: 20000101-

20231231; Publication Type: Periodical; Document Type: Article; Language: Danish, English, 
Norwegian, Swedish 

5225 

Final result 

19.  18. 5225 
 
The final search result, usually found at the end of the documentation, forms the list of abstracts. 
 
AB = Abstract; AU = Author; DE = Term from the thesaurus; MH = Exact Subject Heading from CINAHL Subject Headings; 
MM = Major Concept; TI = Title; TX = All Text. Performs a keyword search of all the database's searchable fields; ZC = 
Methodology Index; * = Truncation;  " " = Citation Marks; searches for an exact phrase; N = Near Operator (N) finds the 
words if they are a maximum of x words apart from one another, regardless of the order in which they appear.; W = Within 
Operator (W) finds the words if they are within x words of one another, in the order in which you entered them 
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ERIC via EBSCO 3 May 2023 
Title: Gang-related crime in adolescence 

Search terms Items found 
Population: gang, gang members, gang crime or criminal networks 

1.  TI (gang or gangs) 378 
2.  DE "Juvenile Gangs" 730 
3.  TX ( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-gang or (clan-based n2 

(crime or criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-offending network*" or (crime 
n2 (cartel* or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 
(association* or business or cartel or clan or gang* or group* or famil* or network* or 
organisation* or organization* or syndicate*)) or "delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer 
group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (drug 
trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang n2 (member* or offender*)) or 
(family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family gang*" or "former gang*" or 
"gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-related" or (gang n2 (activit*or 
affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or 
control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or desistance or disengag*or dissipation)) or 
(gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or enrol#ment or entry or exit or exposure)) or 
(gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or illegal or 
intervention* or involvement)) or "gang joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or (gang n2 
(member* or membership)) or (gang n2 (neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang n2 
(offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 (participation or presence or prevention or problem* or 
program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or 
recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang 
n2 (victimi#ation or violence)) or "hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile 
gang*" or "lawless gang*" or mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 
(crime or criminal* or gang*)) or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw 
group*" or "prison gang*" or "street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" 
or (youth n1 gang*) ) 

1274 

4.  1 or 2 or 3  1311 
Population: juvenile serious offenders 

5.   TI ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR AB ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR KW ( 
( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR  ( TI "serious adolescent offender*" OR AB "serious 
adolescent offender*" OR KW "serious adolescent offender*")  

76 

Population: youths in criminally vulnerable areas 
6.  ( DE "Community Problems" OR DE "Urban Problems" OR DE "Urban Problems" OR DE 

"Disadvantaged Environment" OR DE "Poverty Areas" OR DE "Urban Areas" ) AND TX ( 
violence or violent or crime or criminal ) 

1104 

7.  TI ( "area-based crime" or (community* n2 violence) or (crime n1 (area* or communit* or 
hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) or (high-crime n1 (area* or 
communit* or environment* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) (high-
risk n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) or 
(neighbo#rhood n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 (crime or police)) or 
(violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or 
setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or 
places or setting*)) ) OR AB ( "area-based crime" or (community* n1 violence) or (crime n1 
(area* or communit* or hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) or 
(high-crime n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or 
place* or setting*)) (high-risk n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* 
or places or setting*)) or (neighbo#rhood n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 
(crime or police)) or (violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* 
or places or setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or 
neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*)) 

879 

8.  6 or 7 1838 
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9.  TI ( (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) ) OR AB ( (adolescent* or 
juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) ) OR DE ( (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or 
"young adults" or youth*) ) 

129154 

10.  8 and 9 756 
Intervention:  

11.  TI ( ( "Behavioral Employment Program" or "Boston Ceasefire" or "Brief Strategic Family 
Therapy" or "Chicago Ceasefire" or "Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence" or 
"Community Initiative to Reduce Violence" or "Community Based Violence Intervention and 
Prevention Initiative" or "Community Safety Partnership" or "Communities that care" or 
"Comprehensive Anti-Gang Initiative" or "Comprehensive Gang Model" or "Cure violence" 
or "Drug market intervention" or "FACE 5" or "Focused deterrence" or "Functional Family 
Therapy-G" or "Gang Reduction" or "Gang Resistance Education and training" or GitReady 
or "Group Violence Intervention" or "Group Violence Reduction Strategy" or "Growing 
Against Gangs and Violence" or "GRYD Foundation" or "High intensity cognitive–behavioral 
program*" or "Indianapolis Violence Reduction Partnership" or "Intensive supervision 
probation" or "Kansas City No Violence Alliance" or "KC NOVA" or "One Vision One Life" or 
"Operation ceasefire" or "Operation Peacekeeper" or "Phoenix TRUCE Project" or "Project 
Exile" or "Project Longevity" or "Project Safe Neighborhoods" or "Pulling levers" or RAVEN 
or "Safe streets" or "San Antonio Comprehensive Community-Wide Approach to Gang 
Prevention, Intervention and Suppression Program" or "Safe street prisoner release 
initiative" or "Safe Village Initiative" or "Save our streets" or "South Oxnard Challenge 
Project" or "SWIFT Court program" or "Teens in transition program" ) OR AB ( ( "Behavioral 
Employment Program" or "Boston Ceasefire" or "Brief Strategic Family Therapy" or 
"Chicago Ceasefire" or "Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence" or "Community Initiative to 
Reduce Violence" or "Community Based Violence Intervention and Prevention Initiative" or 
"Community Safety Partnership" or "Communities that care" or "Comprehensive Anti-Gang 
Initiative" or "Comprehensive Gang Model" or "Cure violence" or "Drug market 
intervention" or "FACE 5" or "Focused deterrence" or "Functional Family Therapy-G" or 
"Gang Reduction" or "Gang Resistance Education and training" or GitReady or "Group 
Violence Intervention" or "Group Violence Reduction Strategy" or "Growing Against Gangs 
and Violence" or "GRYD Foundation" or "High intensity cognitive–behavioral program*" or 
"Indianapolis Violence Reduction Partnership" or "Intensive supervision probation" or 
"Kansas City No Violence Alliance" or "KC NOVA" or "One Vision One Life" or "Operation 
ceasefire" or "Operation Peacekeeper" or "Phoenix TRUCE Project" or "Project Exile" or 
"Project Longevity" or "Project Safe Neighborhoods" or "Pulling levers" or "Safe streets" or 
"San Antonio Comprehensive Community-Wide Approach to Gang Prevention, Intervention 
and Suppression Program" or "Safe street prisoner release initiative" or "Safe Village 
Initiative" or "Save our streets" or "South Oxnard Challenge Project" or "SWIFT Court 
program" or "Teens in transition program" ) 

269 

Combined sets/Limits: 
12.  4 or 5 or 10 or 11  1976 
13.  4 or 5 or 10 or 11 / Limiters - Peer Reviewed; Date Published: 20000101-20231231; Journal 

or Document: Journal Article (EJ); Language: Danish, English, Swedish 
865 

Final result 

14.  13. 865 
The final search result, usually found at the end of the documentation, forms the list of abstracts. 
 
AB = Abstract; AU = Author; DE = Term from the thesaurus; MH = Exact Subject Heading from CINAHL Subject Headings; 
MM = Major Concept; TI = Title; TX = All Text. Performs a keyword search of all the database's searchable fields; ZC = 
Methodology Index; * = Truncation;  " " = Citation Marks; searches for an exact phrase; N = Near Operator (N) finds the 
words if they are a maximum of x words apart from one another, regardless of the order in which they appear.; W = Within 
Operator (W) finds the words if they are within x words of one another, in the order in which you entered them 
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Academic Search Premier via EBSCO 3 May 2023 
Title: Gang-related crime in adolescence 

Search terms Items found 
Population: gang, gang members, gang crime or criminal networks 

1.  TI (gang or gangs) 5284 
2.  DE "GANG members" OR DE "GANG prevention" OR DE "GANG violence" DE "GANGS" OR 

DE "FEMALE gangs" OR DE "GANG members" OR DE "MINORITY gangs" OR DE "SUBURBAN 
gangs" OR DE "YOUTH gangs" OR DE "ORGANIZED crime" 

5144 

3.  TI ( ( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-gang or (clan-based n2 
(crime or criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-offending network*" or (crime 
n2 (cartel* or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 
(association* or business or cartel or clan or gang* or group* or famil* or network* or 
organisation* or organization* or syndicate*)) or "delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer 
group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (drug 
trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang n2 (member* or offender*)) or 
(family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family gang*" or "former gang*" or 
"gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-related" or (gang n2 (activit*or 
affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or 
control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or desistance or disengag*or dissipation)) or 
(gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or enrol#ment or entry or exit or exposure)) or 
(gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or illegal or 
intervention* or involvement)) or "gang joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or (gang n2 
(member* or membership)) or (gang n2 (neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang n2 
(offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 (participation or presence or prevention or problem* or 
program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or 
recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang 
n2 (victimi#ation or violence)) or "hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile 
gang*" or "lawless gang*" or mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 
(crime or criminal* or gang*)) or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw 
group*" or "prison gang*" or "street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" 
or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) OR KW ( ( ( "adolescent gang*" or anti-gang or antigang or between-
gang or (clan-based n2 (crime or criminal*)) or (clan n2 (crime or criminal*)) or "co-
offending network*" or (crime n2 (cartel* or clan*or famil*or group*or network*or 
organi*or syndicate*)) or (criminal n2 (association* or business or cartel or clan or gang* or 
group* or famil* or network* or organisation* or organization* or syndicate*)) or 
"delinquent gang*" or "delinquent peer group*" or "drug gang*" or (drug-selling n2 (gang* 
or network* or organi*)) or (drug trafficking n2 (gang* or network* or organi*)) or (ex-gang 
n2 (member* or offender*)) or (family-based n2 (crime or criminal*or network*)) or "family 
gang*" or "former gang*" or "gang-affiliat*" or "gang-crime" or "gang-involved" or "gang-
related" or (gang n2 (activit*or affiliation or alternatives or area*or assault*or 
association*)) or (gang n2 (conflict* or control or crime*)) or (gang n2 (delinquency or 
desistance or disengag*or dissipation)) or (gang n2 (embeddedness or enforcement or 
enrol#ment or entry or exit or exposure)) or (gang n2 (families or fights)) or "gang 
homicide*" or (gang n2 (identity or illegal or intervention* or involvement)) or "gang 
joining" or "gang killing*" or "gang life" or (gang n2 (member* or membership)) or (gang n2 
(neighbo#rhood* or network*)) or (gang n2 (offenders or organi*)) or (gang n2 
(participation or presence or prevention or problem* or program*)) or (gang n2 (reduction 
or research or recidivism or regulation or resistance or recruiting or recruitment)) or (gang 
n2 (status or suppression)) or "gang takedown" or (gang n2 (victimi#ation or violence)) or 
"hybrid gang*" or "inter-gang" or "intergang" or "juvenile gang*" or "lawless gang*" or 
mafia or "nefarious group*" or "non-gang" or (organised n2 (crime or criminal* or gang*)) 
or (organized n2 (crime or criminal or gang*)) or "outlaw group*" or "prison gang*" or 
"street gang*" or "transnational gang*" or "villainous group*" or (youth n1 gang*) ) ) 

5308 

4.  1 or 2 or 3  11781 
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Population: Serious crime strongly associated with gang crime (adolescence) 
5.  DE "SHOOTINGS (Crime)" OR DE "DRIVE-by shootings" OR DE "ECONOMIC crime" OR DE 

"FRAUD" OR DE "FIREARMS & crime" OR DE "FIREARM fatalities" OR DE "PREVENTION of 
firearms & crime" OR DE "DRUG traffic" OR DE "DRUG dealers" OR DE "DRUGS & crime" OR 
DE "PREVENTION of drug trafficking" OR DE "VIOLENT deaths" OR DE "VIOLENT crimes" OR 
DE "VIOLENT crimes -- Prevention" OR DE "JUVENILE homicide" 

39077 

6.  TI ((cannabis or drug* or narcotic*) n1 (crime* or criminality or dealing or distribution or 
market* or network* or seller* or selling or smuggling or trade or traffic*)) or fraud or "gun 
violence" or "violent crime*" or firearm or homicide* or shooting* or weapon*) OR AB 
((cannabis or drug* or narcotic*) n1 (crime* or criminality or dealing or distribution or 
market* or network* or seller* or selling or smuggling or trade or traffic*)) or "gun 
violence" or "violent crime*") 

266767 

7.  5 or 6  276714 
8.  (DE "YOUNG adults" OR DE "YOUNG men" OR DE "YOUNG women" OR DE "ADOLESCENCE" 

OR DE "TEENAGERS" OR DE "YOUTH" OR DE "AT-risk youth" OR DE "JUVENILE delinquents" 
OR DE "STREET youth" OR TI (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*)) 

361459 

9.  7 and 8 3734 
Population: juvenile serious offenders 

10.  TI ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR AB ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) ) OR KW ( ( 
juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious) OR SU ( ( juvenile* n1 (chronic or serious)) OR ( TI "serious 
adolescent offender*" OR AB "serious adolescent offender*" OR KW "serious adolescent 
offender*" OR SU "serious adolescent offender*")  

503 

Population: Youths in criminally vulnerable areas 
11.  DE "Violence in the community" or TI ( "area-based crime" or (community* n2 violence) or 

(crime n1 (area* or communit* or hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or 
setting*)) or (neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 (crime or 
police)) or (violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places 
or setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or neighbo#rhood* or places or 
setting*)) ) OR AB ( "area-based crime" or (community* n1 violence) or (crime n1 (area* or 
communit* or hotspot* or location* or neighbo#rhood* or place* or setting*)) or 
(neighbo#rhood* n2 violence) or "urban violence" or (hotspot* n1 (crime or police)) or 
(violent n1 (area* or communit* or environment* or neighbo#rhood* or places or 
setting*)) or (vulnerable n1 (area* or communit* or neighbo#rhood* or places or setting*))) 

9576 

12.  (DE "YOUNG adults" OR DE "YOUNG men" OR DE "YOUNG women" OR DE "ADOLESCENCE" 
OR DE "TEENAGERS" OR DE "YOUTH" OR DE "AT-risk youth" OR DE "JUVENILE delinquents" 
OR DE "STREET youth" OR TI (adolescent* or juvenile or teen* or "young adults" or youth*) 
) 

361459 

13.  11 and 12 1023 
Intervention:  

14.  TI ( ( "Behavioral Employment Program" or "Boston Ceasefire" or "Brief Strategic Family 
Therapy" or "Chicago Ceasefire" or "Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence" or 
"Community Initiative to Reduce Violence" or "Community Based Violence Intervention and 
Prevention Initiative" or "Community Safety Partnership" or "Communities that care" or 
"Comprehensive Anti-Gang Initiative" or "Comprehensive Gang Model" or "Cure violence" 
or "Drug market intervention" or "FACE 5" or "Focused deterrence" or "Functional Family 
Therapy-G" or "Gang Reduction" or "Gang Resistance Education and training" or GitReady 
or "Group Violence Intervention" or "Group Violence Reduction Strategy" or "Growing 
Against Gangs and Violence" or "GRYD Foundation" or "High intensity cognitive–behavioral 
program*" or "Indianapolis Violence Reduction Partnership" or "Intensive supervision 
probation" or "Kansas City No Violence Alliance" or "KC NOVA" or "One Vision One Life" or 
"Operation ceasefire" or "Operation Peacekeeper" or "Phoenix TRUCE Project" or "Project 
Exile" or "Project Longevity" or "Project Safe Neighborhoods" or "Pulling levers" or RAVEN 
or "Safe streets" or "San Antonio Comprehensive Community-Wide Approach to Gang 
Prevention, Intervention and Suppression Program" or "Safe street prisoner release 

3361 
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initiative" or "Safe Village Initiative" or "Save our streets" or "South Oxnard Challenge 
Project" or "SWIFT Court program" or "Teens in transition program" ) OR AB ( ( "Behavioral 
Employment Program" or "Boston Ceasefire" or "Brief Strategic Family Therapy" or 
"Chicago Ceasefire" or "Cincinnati Initiative to Reduce Violence" or "Community Initiative to 
Reduce Violence" or "Community Based Violence Intervention and Prevention Initiative" or 
"Community Safety Partnership" or "Communities that care" or "Comprehensive Anti-Gang 
Initiative" or "Comprehensive Gang Model" or "Cure violence" or "Drug market 
intervention" or "FACE 5" or "Focused deterrence" or "Functional Family Therapy-G" or 
"Gang Reduction" or "Gang Resistance Education and training" or GitReady or "Group 
Violence Intervention" or "Group Violence Reduction Strategy" or "Growing Against Gangs 
and Violence" or "GRYD Foundation" or "High intensity cognitive–behavioral program*" or 
"Indianapolis Violence Reduction Partnership" or "Intensive supervision probation" or 
"Kansas City No Violence Alliance" or "KC NOVA" or "One Vision One Life" or "Operation 
ceasefire" or "Operation Peacekeeper" or "Phoenix TRUCE Project" or "Project Exile" or 
"Project Longevity" or "Project Safe Neighborhoods" or "Pulling levers" or "Safe streets" or 
"San Antonio Comprehensive Community-Wide Approach to Gang Prevention, Intervention 
and Suppression Program" or "Safe street prisoner release initiative" or "Safe Village 
Initiative" or "Save our streets" or "South Oxnard Challenge Project" or "SWIFT Court 
program" or "Teens in transition program" ) 

Combined sets/Limits: 
15.  4 or 9 or 10 or 13 or 14  24937 
16.  4 or 9 or 10 or 15 or 16 / Limiters - Peer Reviewed; Published Date: 20000101-; Publication 

Type: Periodical; Document Type: Article; Language: English, Norwegian 
6763 

Final result 

17.  16. 6763 
 
The final search result, usually found at the end of the documentation, forms the list of abstracts. 
 
AB = Abstract; AU = Author; DE = Term from the thesaurus; MH = Exact Subject Heading from CINAHL Subject Headings; 
MM = Major Concept; TI = Title; TX = All Text. Performs a keyword search of all the database's searchable fields; ZC = 
Methodology Index; * = Truncation;  " " = Citation Marks; searches for an exact phrase; N = Near Operator (N) finds the 
words if they are a maximum of x words apart from one another, regardless of the order in which they appear.; W = Within 
Operator (W) finds the words if they are within x words of one another, in the order in which you entered them 
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Scopus via Elsevier 03 May 2023 
Title: Gang-related crime in adolescence 

Search terms Items found 
Population/Limits 

1.  ( TITLE ( gang OR gangs ) AND KEY ( gang OR gangs ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA , "SOCI" ) 
OR LIMIT-TO ( SUBJAREA , "PSYC" ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( LANGUAGE , "English" ) ) AND ( LIMIT-
TO ( DOCTYPE , "ar" ) ) AND ( LIMIT-TO ( SRCTYPE , "j" ) ) 

835 

Final result 

2.  1.  835 
 
The final search result, usually found at the end of the documentation, forms the list of abstracts. 

TITLE-ABS-KEY = Title or abstract or keywords; ALL = All fields; PRE/n = "precedes by". The first term in the search must 
precede the second by a specified number of terms (n).; W/n = "Within". The terms in the search must be within a specified 
number of terms (n) in any order.; * = Truncation;  " " = Citation Marks; searches for an exact phrase; LIMIT-TO (SRCTYPE, 
"j" = Limit to source type journal; LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, "ar" = Limit to document type article; LIMIT-TO (DOCTYPE, "re" = 
Limit to document  type review 
 
 
Social Services Abstracts/Sociological Abstracts via Proquest 4 May 2023 
Title: Gang-related crime in adolescence 

Search terms Items 
found 

Population/Limits 
1.  ((((((((((ti(gang OR gangs) OR if(gang OR gangs) OR mainsubject(gang OR gangs)) AND 

stype.exact("Scholarly Journals")) AND at.exact("Article")) AND la.exact("Norwegian" OR 
"Swedish" OR "English" OR "Danish") AND pd(>19991231)) AND stype.exact("Scholarly 
Journals")) AND at.exact("Article")) AND la.exact("Norwegian" OR "Swedish" OR "English" OR 
"Danish")) AND stype.exact("Scholarly Journals")) AND at.exact("Article")) AND 
la.exact("Norwegian" OR "Swedish" OR "English" OR "Danish")) AND PEER(yes) AND 
pd(>19991231) 

1952 

Final result 

2.  1. Limited by: Date: From 2000 to 2023 1952 

 
The final search result, usually found at the end of the documentation, forms the list of abstracts. 

AB = Abstract; AF = Author affiliation; All = Performs a keyword search in most of the database's searchable fields, except 
full text; AU = Author; MAINSUBJECT = Term from the thesaurus; TI = Title; * = Truncation; " " = Citation Marks; searches 
for an exact phrase; ? = Wildcard, used to replace any single character either inside or at the right end of a word 
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